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This book Bedfordshire – our changing habitats  
and wildlife is the result of a project looking at  
changes to the county’s wildlife habitats since  
the BNHS publication Wild Bedfordshire in 2000.  
Site photographs are featured along with images of some of the 
species to be found in the key habitats.

Richard Revels FRPS has revisited and photographed habitats and 
sites featured in the earlier work, as well as many additional sites, and 
a rich selection feature in this book. The authors are Richard Revels, 
Graham Bellamy and Chris Boon. John Comont has contributed an 
introductory chapter on change in Bedfordshire in the last 20 years.
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Woods on the 
Greensand 

Ridge

The Greensand Ridge is the most wooded area of the county, where the more acidic 

and dryer soils are less productive for agriculture. Nine woods are pictured, varying 

from ancient woodland to 20th century plantations. Long-term conservation projects are 

the work of the Greensand Trust over the last 20 years, and the Wildlife Trust’s Greensand 

Country Living Landscapes.  An important initiative is to designate the Greensand Ridge as 

a Nature Improvement Area (NIA). A four-year project, the Greensand Country Landscape 

Partnership, was set up in 2017 by partners to deliver the aims of the NIA, funded by a 

Heritage Lottery Fund grant, to make a real and lasting difference to the habitats, species and 

landscape of the Greensand Ridge.

Bluebell is abundant in some areas of the wood.

These cross rides, and some of the adjoining rides, provide good open areas, and are one 

of the best places to find woodland butterflies and other sun-loving species of woodland 

wildlife.

Small-leaved Lime, a locally rare native tree, continues to be coppiced; it is 

thought that this was a dominant tree in the original wildwood. 

The Noctule, our largest bat, has been seen roosting in bat boxes at King’s Wood Heath & Reach, as well as using traditional tree holes as roosts at Baker’s Wood, Stockgrove.Lily-of-the-valley growing on the acid woodland 
soils, where it is locally frequent in open heathy 
sites among Bracken.

King’s Wood  
in the 1950s

Prior to 1950, John Dony noted the wood as having well-maintained rides and rich vegetation, with rides well-grazed by Rabbits and herbage no more than an inch high. In the 1950s, J.B. Barnwell recorded violets being abundant in some rides, which are the food plant of fritillary butterflies. S.H. Kershaw recorded 34 species of butterflies, including sightings of over 200 Pearl-bordered Fritillaries in May and June 1955, and around 200 Silver-washed Fritillaries in July 1956 as well as High Brown, Dark Green and Small Pearl-bordered Fritillaries, and many White Admirals. Like the county’s other woodlands King’s Wood is now a shadow of its former glory, much more closed-in with a reduction in the forest management as coppice- with-standards. Of those fritillaries mentioned, most disappeared decades ago, and only a handful of Silver-washed Fritillaries and White Admirals are likely to be seen here today.

Silver-washed Fritillary, our largest species of 
fritillary, derives its name from beautiful streaks 
of silver on the underwing. They are occasionally 
seen in the wood where its larval food plant, 
dog-violet species, grows; this male is feeding on 
Common Knapweed.

Purple Hairstreak, our commonest hairstreak, is 
most likely to be seen flying high in the canopies 
of our larger Pedunculate Oak woodlands, where 
they feed on honeydew.

King’s Wood, Heath & Reach NNR is part our largest area of deciduous woodland, lying at the 

western end of the Greensand Ridge. Partly on Boulder Clay, it has a wide range of soil types from 

slightly calcareous to acidic, and from wet to well-drained, which is reflected in the rich variety of 

habitats and species. The quality of the site is recognised as a National Nature Reserve and it is, 

unusually, in multiple-ownership, with some areas in private hands with no public access. The nature 
reserve is managed jointly by the Wildlife Trust, 
the Greensand Trust, Central Bedfordshire Council 
and Tarmac, with the Trusts cutting the rides to 
maintain access and coppicing the ride edges 
and elsewhere to let in light and maintain a 
diverse structure and important open areas in 
the woodland. The largest county population 
of Lily-of-the-valley in the county grows here, 
and woodland butterflies include Silver-washed 
Fritillary, White Admiral, Purple Emperor and 
Purple Hairstreak.
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Special pre-publication offer of £15 if collected at the launch on Sunday 26th  
April 2020 (details to be announced on the website www.bnhs.org.uk). Otherwise  
£15 + £4.25 p&p to UK addresses. Post-publication price £20 + £4.25 p&p.

The habitat chapter is divided into five sections: Woodland, Mire and Heath, Grassland,  
Freshwater and Other Habitats. Each section has an introduction discussing the habitats and 
highlighting some changes over the last two decades. The sites featured in each section are from across 
the county, generally have public access and many are nature reserves. The site photographs are often 
accompanied by images of some of the wildlife that may be seen in those habitats.

An important chapter on 20 years of change in Bedfordshire’s countryside has been contributed by 
John Comont, Conservation Director of The Wildlife Trust for Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire and 
Northamptonshire. Previously County Ecologist for Bedfordshire, John has an extensive knowledge of 
the wildlife habitats of the county.

A third chapter of photographs highlights a selection of species whose distributions appear to have 
changed in recent years, including species new to the county.
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